Power Articulating Foot Platform

- Broad articulation range for enhanced adjustment
- 450 lb. weight capacity
- Unmatched adjustment, durability and strength
- Multiple calf pads, calf panel and footplate options
FOOTPLATE OPTIONS

SMALL
5” x 6"
MEASURES 5"W TAPERING DOWN TO 4"

MEDIUM
5” x 8"
MEASURES 5"W TAPERING DOWN TO 4"

LARGE
5” x 11"
MEASURES 5"W TAPERING DOWN TO 3.5"

SMALL FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH 2” BELL EXTENSION

MEDIUM FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH 2” BELL EXTENSION

LARGE FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH 2” BELL EXTENSION

SMALL FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH SIDE GUARD ATTACHED

MEDIUM FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH WIDTH EXTENSION (WIDTH EXTENSION MEASURES 1.5" W TAPERING DOWN TO 7" D)

LARGE FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH WIDTH EXTENSION

LARGE FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH 2” BELL EXTENSION AND SIDE GUARDS

SMALL FOOTPLATE SHOWN WITH SIDE GUARD

MEDIUM FOOTPLATES SHOWN WITH SIDE GUARDS

LARGE FOOTPLATES SHOWN WITH SIDE GUARDS (SIDE GUARDS MEASURE 1.5" TALL)